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3 comp not set up
Dish machine

Qa
Cl 0

Prep cooler (Pc)
Walk in cooler (wic)
Thawing cabinet
Hot box

40
36

37
160

Chicken tenders, open warmer
Chicken wings, open warmer
Chicken fillets, warmer trays
Cole slaw, pc
Rice, steam well
Mac n cheese, hot box
Chicken wing, fry station
All Raw chicken, breading table
Cole slaw, wic
Rice, wic
All raw chicken, wic
Raw chicken, thawing cabinet

Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Cold Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Cooking
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Thawing

121
125
167
40
137
157
189
37
39
39
38
34
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5
0

14: Observed the dish machine reading 0ppm cl after running twice, machine 
uses ecolab’s kay qsr blocks and pic stated there is no way to prime the machine 
and will place a work ticket COS discussed with pic and will use 3 comp for 
sanitizing (3comp qa dispensor was dispensing at 400ppm when tested) 
19: Observed chicken tenders and wings on the open air warmers below 135°f, 
pic stated They had been there 30 minutes COS pic voluntarily discarded 
chicken 1lb of chicken. 
21: Observed single portions of cole slaw in the prep cooler with a prep date 
sticker of 4/8/24. Pic stated that the containers and trays are marked, no other 
date marking visible on containers or tray. COS emabroged approximately 15 lbs 
of slaw and discussed proper date marking 
47: Thawing cabinet has food debris build up on both the inside and outside - the 
inside has a large ammount of dried, raw chicken at the bottome. Outside of 
sinks, equipment, and inside cooler floors have build up. 
55: Has 6/30/2023 permit posted, will email current one.
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1:  (IN): ANSI Certified Manager present.
2: Pic aware 
3:  (IN) There are no food workers observed working with specific reportable symptoms or illnesses.
4:  (IN) Employee isn't drinking, eating, or using tobacco in a food preparation area.
5:  (IN) No employees exhibiting persistent coughing, sneezing, runny nose, or watery eyes.
6: Observed good handwashing during the inspection 
7:  (IN) Employees are observed using suitable utensils or gloves to prevent bare hand (or arm) contact with ready-to-eat 
foods.
8:  (IN): All handsinks are properly equipped and conveniently located for food employee use.
9: Uses approved sorces 
10:  (NO): No food received during inspection.
11:  (IN) All food was in good, sound condition at time of inspection.
12:  (NA) Shell stock not used and parasite destruction not required at this establishment.
13:  (IN) All raw animal food is separated and protected as required.
15:  (IN) No unsafe, returned or previously served food served.
16: Observed Raw chicken cooked between 189-210°f at the fryers. 
17:  (NO) No TCS foods reheated during inspection.
18: Did not observed any tcs foods actively cooling at time of the insoection. 
20: All tcs intended for cold holding observed 41°f or below. 
22:  (NA) No food held under time as a public health control.
23:  (NA) Establishment does not serve animal food that is raw or undercooked.
24:  (NA) A highly susceptible population is not served.
25:  (NA) Establishment does not use any additives or sulfites on the premises.
26:  (IN) All poisonous or toxic items are properly identified, stored, and used.
27:  (NA) Establishment is not required to have a variance or HACCP plan, performs no special processes.
57: 
58:

See last page for additional comments.
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Source Type: Water Source: Murf city

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:

Source Type: Source:
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Plk13774@supremefoods.com, ashley.alfonso@supremefoods.com, 
Nate.wilkinson@supremefoods.com

Additional Comments


